Yoshitomo Nara
23 août - 22 Novembre
Artiste japonais, Yoshitomo Nara présente sa deuxième exposition majeure en France, et sa première depuis
plus de quinze ans. Il est internationalement connu pour ses peintures, sculptures et dessins de portrait. Alors
que son imagerie prend racine dans la culture japonaise populaire, l’approche de Nara révèle une connexion
profonde avec le processus de fabrication. Ses peintures sont des expressions de couleurs qui donne vie à des
images audacieuses, ses sculptures portent les traces de ses doigts, et ses dessins capturent la spontanéité de
ses pensées quotidiennes.
A message from the artist
Okay then, let me write a bit about drawing.
Looking back to when I was little, I recall myself preferring to draw with a single pencil. I think I was able to draw
whatever I wanted with a pencil. Maybe all children are like that. It didn’t matter where I drew. I did it during classes,
on the side of a street on my way home from school, and of course at home. Drawing, for me, was different from other
things like watercolor we were made to paint at school in that I drew things I thought of or wanted to say as though
I were putting them in words or letters. Sometimes I did add some words as well, but they weren’t exactly what you’d
call a picture diary, either. In any case, for me, these turned out to be the point of origin for my drawing, the practice
that I continue to this day.
In this show, I am going to survey the panoramic view of my past thirty years, from when I was a student up to the
present, contemplating the relationship between drawing and myself, or how I have been getting along with it over
time. There are pieces that capture my feelings and thoughts at a given time or momentary ideas I’ve had. Some are
accumulations of drawings accompanied by words, and others are simply traces of my hand’s motion holding a pencil. These drawings are done with a pencil or a ball point pen that happened to be there in that moment, in varying
techniques, as casually as breathing itself.
This is a little, no, quite a bit different from the modes of expressions you learn at art schools; it’s an artistic expression
that is an extension of what I have been doing since childhood. Perhaps I wasn’t able to adequately express myself in
words. But no, these drawings are filled with smug confidence that a drawing can better convey my feelings than any
words can. This exhibition presents such drawings made in the span of thirty years.
What kind of place will I end up occupying in art history, I wonder? Perhaps I may leave no mark in history, or maybe
my drawings are what I create somewhere removed from such concerns. They are so matter-of-factly private yet at
times they unflappably capture what I had intended to.
Yes, that is it. I have been drawing as though I were breathing. Or taking notes. Or thinking. That’s been my past
thirty years. And I assume I will continue to do the same on the thirty-first year, thirty-second year, and so forth… yet
actually, I also feel that perhaps I am walking, taking photos, or writing increasingly more than drawing these days.
That’s why this exhibition, which exposes my thirty years’ worth of sighs and forces me to acknowledge them myself,
is extremely meaningful.
Whether it’s a sigh or a gasp, a scream, or a yawn, I think I’ll greet my various selves in these drawings as though encountering them on a time machine.
“Been a while, my frozen feelings! But I’m not defrosting you guys! I’m just going to keep adding to your buddies!”
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Yoshitomo Nara
23 August - 22 November
Japanese artist Yoshitomo Nara presents his second solo exhibition in France and his first in over fifteen years.
Nara is internationally renowned for his distinctive paintings, sculptures, and drawings of single figures. While
this imagery is rooted in popular Japanese culture. Nara’s approach reveals a deep connection with the process
of making. His paintings are expressions of colour that breathe life into his bold images, his sculptures bear
traces of his fingers that have shaped their forms, and his drawings capture the spontaneity of his daily thoughts.
A message from the artist
Okay then, let me write a bit about drawing.
Looking back to when I was little, I recall myself preferring to draw with a single pencil. I think I was able to draw
whatever I wanted with a pencil. Maybe all children are like that. It didn’t matter where I drew. I did it during classes,
on the side of a street on my way home from school, and of course at home. Drawing, for me, was different from other
things like watercolor we were made to paint at school in that I drew things I thought of or wanted to say as though
I were putting them in words or letters. Sometimes I did add some words as well, but they weren’t exactly what you’d
call a picture diary, either. In any case, for me, these turned out to be the point of origin for my drawing, the practice
that I continue to this day.
In this show, I am going to survey the panoramic view of my past thirty years, from when I was a student up to the
present, contemplating the relationship between drawing and myself, or how I have been getting along with it over
time. There are pieces that capture my feelings and thoughts at a given time or momentary ideas I’ve had. Some are
accumulations of drawings accompanied by words, and others are simply traces of my hand’s motion holding a pencil. These drawings are done with a pencil or a ball point pen that happened to be there in that moment, in varying
techniques, as casually as breathing itself.
This is a little, no, quite a bit different from the modes of expressions you learn at art schools; it’s an artistic expression
that is an extension of what I have been doing since childhood. Perhaps I wasn’t able to adequately express myself in
words. But no, these drawings are filled with smug confidence that a drawing can better convey my feelings than any
words can. This exhibition presents such drawings made in the span of thirty years.
What kind of place will I end up occupying in art history, I wonder? Perhaps I may leave no mark in history, or maybe
my drawings are what I create somewhere removed from such concerns. They are so matter-of-factly private yet at
times they unflappably capture what I had intended to.
Yes, that is it. I have been drawing as though I were breathing. Or taking notes. Or thinking. That’s been my past
thirty years. And I assume I will continue to do the same on the thirty-first year, thirty-second year, and so forth… yet
actually, I also feel that perhaps I am walking, taking photos, or writing increasingly more than drawing these days.
That’s why this exhibition, which exposes my thirty years’ worth of sighs and forces me to acknowledge them myself,
is extremely meaningful.
Whether it’s a sigh or a gasp, a scream, or a yawn, I think I’ll greet my various selves in these drawings as though encountering them on a time machine.
“Been a while, my frozen feelings! But I’m not defrosting you guys! I’m just going to keep adding to your buddies!”
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